PRODUCT BRIEF

The Valtix Platform
MULTICLOUD SECURITY IN
5 MINUTES

Cloud Security Must Align With
Dynamic Needs

The Valtix Difference

Across every industry, organizations are now taking a

platform delivered as a service. With Valtix, cloud

“cloud-first” approach to drive greater business agility and

teams meet the most stringent security & compliance

competitive business advantage. But as they make the

requirements in a more cloud-first and dynamic way.

Valtix is the first and only multi-cloud network security

move, the number one challenge is how to achieve these
benefits whilst maintaining consistent security across

Robust Security, Cloud-first Simplicity: Achieve robust

cloud workloads, accounts, and providers.

cloud security through advanced network-based security
controls built for agility.

Cloud-first architecture starts with a blank sheet of paper
to build for the next decade, not the last. But legacy on-

One Policy, Many Clouds: Consolidate network security

prem tools simply aren’t fit-for-purpose in this new era—

management in one console, through a single dynamic

and cloud-first organizations know it.

policy framework across workload types, accounts, virtual
networks, and cloud providers.

They realize that security in the cloud must be architected
around a more dynamic environment. And they know that

Continuous Visibility: Enables security through continuous

failing to do so will result in security gaps that lead to costly

insight into apps and infrastructure.

remediations and business-impacting security breaches.
On-demand Scale: Adapt continuously to changes and
Security technology must move with the same agility as

new assets, and scale with cloud automation through

the cloud app workloads it supports.

infrastructure as code (IAC).

Valtix was built on the cloud, for security of the cloud, to

End-to-end Platform: Eliminate the need for point

solve this strategic need.

solutions by consolidating on a single platform for cloud
network security.

VALTIX NUMBERS THAT MATTER
5-Minutes to Deploy

100% Cloud Coverage

Zero Agents

Cloud-first simplicity to deploy
security and policy across clouds or
accounts

Connects discovery to defense so that
every account, app & API is secured

No agents or infrastructure to
maintain means fewer outages and
lower costs

30-Seconds to Adapt

10X Productivity

One Policy Framework

Adapts dynamically to new apps and
changes to existing apps

No maintenance of security
infrastructure with built-in availability
and scale

Gain consistent security across AWS,
Azure, GCP, and Oracle (OCI)
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THE VALTIX MULTICLOUD SECURITY PLATFORM

Meet Valtix Dynamic Multi-Cloud Policy™
Clouds Are Dynamic. Security Policy Must Be Too.
According to Gartner, by 2025, 99% of cloud security failures will be within the customer’s control. When it comes to
cloud network security, failures happen when policy is fragmented across accounts or clouds. They also happen when
policy is tied to IP addresses that inevitably change. Cloud teams need a cloud-native model of tag-based policy that
works multi-cloud.

Only Valtix Delivers Dynamic Security Policy
•

Connects continuous visibility and control to discover
new cloud assets and changes, associate tag-based
business context, and automatically apply the
appropriate policy to ensure security across dev, test,
production, and compliance workloads.

•

Powers Valtix security gateways so they

•

just work in the background, invisible to cloud teams.

•

Ensures that critical security gaps don’t emerge and
that the business stays secure and resilient.
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Valtix Cloud Security & Compliance Benefits:
Advanced security to minimize the attack surface, stop malicious actions, and block exfiltration.

Block Data Exfiltration (Egress)

Automate With Infrastructure as Code (IaC)

Apply granular control of egress traffic to facilitate app
and machine-initiated connections. Set DLP policies to
alert or block on sensitive data.

Full support for infrastructure as code (IaC) through
Terraform for automated deployment and the
application of policy.

Discover Cloud Assets

Enable Detection & Response

Teams benefit from an updated source of truth about
key applications and assets across multiple cloud
accounts and virtual networks.

Forward network logs or security events to centralized
data stores for analysis, correlation, and investigation

Gain Threat Insight with DNS and VPC Flow

Meet Compliance Mandates

Unlock these critical log sources and correlate with
threat intelligence to alert on potentially malicious
activity across all your instances and VPCs.

Meet critical compliance requirements for network
segmentation and the handling of sensitive personal or
financial data.

Mitigate Zero Day Vulnerabilities

Prevent Lateral Movement

Apply policy to restrict access to resources, thus
reducing the attack surface. Block specific attacks via
integrated threat intelligence.

Leverage a full stack of security that can help provide
visibility and control to lateral movement through eastwest traffic within public clouds.

Protect Platform Services (PaaS)

Secure Web Apps & APIs

Gain visibility & control of the 10s & 100s of Cloud Services
from AWS, Azure & GCP.

Integrated Web Application Firewall (WAF) to secure
your web applications and APIs against external threats,
including OWASP Top 10

TOUR THE PRODUCT

SEE VALTIX LIVE

GET STARTED FREE

ONLINE TOUR

REQUEST A DEMO

SIGN UP FOR TRIAL

About Us
Valtix is on a mission to enable organizations with security at the speed of the cloud. Deployable in just 5 minutes, Valtix was built
to combine robust multi-cloud security with cloud-first simplicity and on-demand scale. Powered by a cloud-native architecture,
Valtix provides an innovative approach to cloud security called Dynamic Multi-Cloud Policy™, which links continuous visibility with
advanced control. The result: security that is more effective, adaptable to change, and aligned to cloud agility requirements. With Valtix,
organizations don’t have to compromise in the cloud. They can meet critical security and compliance requirements without inhibiting
the speed of the business. Valtix has been recognized as an innovator in numerous industry awards including 2021 top honors in the
“Next-Gen in Cloud Security” from Cyber Defense Magazine, SINET-16 Innovator recognition, and inclusion in Gartner’s Cool Vendors in
Cloud Networking report.
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